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ABSTRACT
A technique has teen developed which extends the 
temperature limit of spin exchange optical pumping. 
Controlling the rubidium vapor pressure independently of 
the temperature has made it possible to optically orient 
rubidium at temperatures in excess of 1100° K. The 
potential of this technique v b b  demonstrated by inducing 
Zeeman transitions in silver atomB which had been oriented 
via spin exchange collisions with optically primped rubidium 
at 1025° K.
Using the above method the temperature dependence of
ll*the ground state hyperfine splitting of atomic N as a 
function of buffer gas pressure was investigated. Since 
the dipole interaction constant (A) is linearly dependent 
upon the buffer gas pressure, the results can be summarized 
by a zero pressure intercept, a pressure shift (ap ) as a 
function of temperature and a temperature shift (a^ ,).
Helium Neon Nitrogen
A (Hz ) 10 ,1*50,930. 3+2 10,1*50,928.7+2 10,1*50,929.3+1
" 70°C .21+.01 .50+.01 1 .9+•1
aP - 300°C .20+.02 .52+.01 1.9+.1
(Hz/torr) 1*80°C .20+.01 •53+.01 2 .0+.1
JOO°C .21+.02 --- ---
aTxlO^




The quadrupole Interaction constant vas measured and 
found to be 1.3 + .5 Hz. Within the limit of error no 





Experimental Investigations of the atomic ground 
state hyperfine structure {hfs) of an atom In a buffer gas 
show that hfs splitting is dependent upon the density of 
atoms Of the buffer gas. This density effect is commonly 
referred to as the "pressure shift".
Recent theories on the pressure shift of atomic 
nitrogen in helium have aroused interest in the tempera­
ture dependence of the pressure shift of the ground state 
hfs of nitrogen. The purpose of this vork vas to Investi­
gate this dependence.
The measurements vere made by inducing resonance 
transitions in nitrogen atoms which had been polarized by 
spin-exchange collisions vith optically pumped rubidium.
A nev technique vas employed to extend the temperature 
range of optical pumping.
The remainder of this chapter describes the optical 
pumping process and the next chapter explains hov the 
optical pumping method vas extended to 850° C. In Chapter 
III the nitrogen hfs and the origin of the pressure shift 
is discussed in detail. The experimental method and results 
are in Chapters IV and V respectively.
-1-
B. The Optical Pumping Process
Optical pumping1 is a form of high precision atomic 
spectroscopy which derives its name from the resonant 
absorption of angular momentum by an atomic ensemble 
placed in a beam of circularly polarized light. That is: 
when an atom resonantly absorbs a light quantum and 
subsequently re-emits It, there is a probability that the 
ground state magnetic moment will be changed. If the 
resonant light source induces AM^ , « + 1 transitions only 
(left circular polarized light), the magnetization of the 
atomic ensemble will be increased. This is more clearly
Oil
demonstrated by considering the case of a Rb atom 
(Fig. l) placed in a magnetic field which is parallel to 
the incident resonance radiation.
Absorption of a quantum of radiation with
positive helicity by an atom in the F * 1, Mp * - 1 ground
2
state will tend to a excited state with ■ 0 . The
2 -8 2 
lifetime of the 1^/2 ls a<bou^ 10 seconds . When this
atom radiates to the ground state the dipole radiation
3 Urules permit AM^ * 0, + 1 with equal probability * . Hence 
there is a 2/3 probability that there will be an increase
in the ground state angular momentum. Once an atom reaches
2
the Mj, ■ + 2 level a transition to the P^/2 8^a*e vla 
AMp » + 1 is not possible so an atom in this magnetic state 
remains in this state until acted on by other perturbations 
(e.g. collisions with other atoms). Eventually the entire 
ensemble would be pumped into the F ■ 2, Mp ■ + 2 level of
3.
the ground state and the sample would become transparent 
to the resonance radiation.
This Ideal case however is descriptive only of a 
free atom In a field of radiation. In reality the 
resonance light source contains both components of D 
radiation. The Dg component can provide an escape route 
to the P * 3, My * 3, ^3/2 level causing a decrease in
the sample's polarisation. However* this is easily 
prevented by using a interference filter'’ (Fig. 2) to 
remove the Dg component of the light source.
In this experiment the atoms are in a buffer gas' 
whose pressure is varied from four to fifty cm Hg. Experi­
ments have shown that the ground states are relatively
6 Tunperturbed by collision with these buffer gas atoms * , 
but that the excited P states tend to be mixed by these 
collisions. Franzen'* has analyzed the effect of complete 
reorientation in the excited state for an atomic ensemble 
which is radiated with D^ light only. His calculations 
show that it is possible to "pump" approximately 90 
percent of the atoms into the maximum state even with 
complete mixing in the excited state.
Any disturbance of the equilibrium populations of
the optically pumped sample will result in a change in the
intensity of the transmitted light which can be detected
by a phototube (Fig. 2). In particular* if a radio
frequency field, perpendicular to Hq and at the resonant
8T
frequency of the Rb hyperfine or Zeeman transitions is 
turned on* the orientation of the ground state will be
destroyed. This vill cause an increase in the absorption 
of light which is detected at the photocell. Hence by 
monitoring the light intensity with a photocell it is 
possible to gain precise information about the ground state 
structure of the pumped atom.
c » Optical Pumping with Spin Exchange
The obvious limitation to the optical pumping process 
is the limited number of atomic species for which an intense 
resonance light source can be constructed. Also there are 
relatively few atoms whose atomic structure lends itself to 
the optical pumping process.
Q
In 1958 Dehmelt found that it was possible to 
orient electron spins by spin-exchange collisions with 
optically pumped sodium vapor. When free electrons are 
introduced into the Bodlum resonance cell (a discharge 
provides the electrons) they will collide with the sodium 
and become polarized. An equilibrium state vill be reached 
in which both the electrons and Ha atoms are polarized and 
the intensity of the resonance radiation at the detector 
is constant. If a radio frequency field near the Larmor 
precession frequency of the electrons In the external 
magnetic field is turned on the degree of orientation of 
the electrons decreases through resonance transitions. This 
will cause an increase in the rate of transfer of angular 
momentum from the sodium vapor to the electrons which is 
evidenced by a change in the intensity of the sodium 
resonance radiation.
The spin exchange technique has been used to
investigate numerous atomic properties. In particular H1® ,
D, T11, H12, P13, Hg1^ , free electrons15 and the alkalis16
have been studied vith the spin exchange process.
A theoretical investigation of the optical pumping
process vith spin exchange using density1 matrix techniques
17has been carried out by Barrat and Cohen-TaunoudJi .
lfl- 20Numerous review articles ~ on the subject of optical
pumping have been written and a comprehensive literature
21search on the subject has been carried out by Bernheim
Figure 1
87
Ground state atomic structure of Rb vith I * 3/2 and 
J ■ 1/2. Energy level spacing is not to scale.
Figure 2































OPTICAL PUMPING AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
A . Introduction
The magnitude of the optical pumping signal is a 
strong function of the partial pressure of the pumped 
species. With a low vapor pressure the relative orienta­
tion may be high, but the total orientation of the sample 
be small due to the scarcity of dipoles. As the sample is 
heated the density of the absorbing species will increase.
The net orientation of the sample will paBS through an 
optimum and then decrease with Increasing temperature.
This decrease stems from several sources. First: the
87 87 22electron exchange cross section for Rb -Rb collisions
is about 10**lU cm2 as compared with 6.2 x 10“2  ^ for Rb®*^-He
23collisions . As'-the rubidium vapor pressure increases,
the probability for disorientating collisions becomes greater
than the probability for inducing R.F. transitions. Second:
as the density of the vapor increases the resonance light
becomes absorbed by the atoms near the light and the sample
2li
becomes optically thick . When thiB occurs no modulation of 
the absorption properties of the sample can be observed.
Experience has Bhown that the optimum alkali vapor 
pressure for this work is in the region of 10“  ^ torr.
Typical operating temperatures are 25° C for cesium, U5° C
7.
for rubidium, 85° C for potassium and 150° C for sodium. 
TheBe optimum operating temperatures have put severe 
limitations on the number of atomic species vhich could be
studied by spin exchange. Table I contains a partial list
25of S state atoms and ions vhich could be studied via spin
26exchange, and the temperature at vhich the vapor pressure 
is 10-5 torr^*^. This table indicates the limitation on 
the choice of collision partners due to the incompatible 
temperature requirements of the tvo species.
Up to this time the only methods available for
studying lov vapor pressure materials vas to use an atomic
27 28 beam or complicated flov systems . Neither of these
techniques could be used to investigate interactions betveen
the oriented atom and a buffer gas.
The first part of this vork vas to devise a means
of controlling independently the vapor pressure of both
the alkali and the atom to be oriented by collisions vith
the alkali.
B. Vapor Pressure Control at Elevated Temperatures
The approach to the problem vas to place either 
the alkali or the spin exchange partner in a sidearm and 
control the temperature of the sidearm independently of the 
sample?^ The latter technique vas tried first but discon­
tinued due to its limited capabilities and the complexity 
of sample construction.
(i) The assumption that 10“5 torr is approximately the 
correct pressure for the collision-oriented atom is 
based on the results of this vork.
Table I_: A partial list of atoms and ions whose ground
state orbital angular Momentum is sero and the temperature 
at which these atoms hare a partial pressure of 10-5 torr. 


















Li S 623 Eu 8SS7/2 662
N M / S Rh S /2 1855
Na 2s1/2 U28 Hg lso 2l*6
P *o°3/2 381
































Preliminary testa on placing the rubidium in a 
sidearm vhich vas fused into a Pyrex cooling tube shoved 
that it vas possible to heat the sample to 1*00° C and 
maintain the vapor pressure at any desired value by con­
trolling the air flov in the cooling tube. The problem 
vith this method vas that each sample had to be constructed 
vith its ovn cooling tube. Also there vas a tendency for 
thermal stress to develop at the Junction of the sidearm 
and cooling tube, resulting in sample breakage. Both of 
these problems vere solved resulting in a configuration as 
shovn in Fig. 3.
A six mm o.d. tube about three cm. long is used to 
contain the rubidium. The cooling tube is permanently 
mounted in the oven vail (Fig. U) so as to minimize the 
thermal gradients in the oven. By being rigidly fixed in 
the oven the cooling tube also serves as a support vhich 
guarantees proper optical alignment of the sample. The 
simplicity of sample construction and use is obvious.
Vith this technique rubidium Zeeman resonance 
signals have been observed at 500° C in Pyrex bottles and 
at 850° C in quartz. Early attempts at controlling the 
vapor pressure in quartz at high temperature failed. The 
reason for this is that the vails of the quartz flask 
absorb a considerable quantity of the rubidium as it is 
distilled into the sidearm. When the sample is heated the 
rubidium evaporates from the vails at a rate vhich makes 
it Impossible to control the density. This problem vas
9.
eliminated by a modification in the method of sample 
construction vhich vill be described in chapter 5«
C. Spin Exchange at High Temperature
Numerous experiments involving the elements of
Table I have been carried out using this method. The
29ground state Zeeman structure of silver haB been observed 
by spin exchange collision vith rubidium at 750° C 
(Fig. 5)* The technique has also been successfully applied 
to spin exchange polarization of electrons^0 , atomic hydro­
gen, manganese and atomic nitrogen at temperatures up to
850° C. The hyperfine structure and pressure shifts of 
31lithium have been determined and the temperature 
dependence of the deuterium hyperfine pressure shift is 
nov under investigation. Limited attempts have been made 
at detecting orientation in arsenic, bismuth and europium. 
Hovever no polarization has yet been achieved in these 
atoms.
Recent theories on the pressure shift of atomic
32nitrogen in helium have aroused interest in the tempera­
ture dependence of the pressure shift of the ground state 
hyperfine structure of nitrogen. This temperature 
dependence vas measured betveen ambient and T00° C. The 
remainder of this vork is concerned vith these measurements.
Figure 3
Pyrex optical-pumping flask. The quartz flask used In 
the Ag experiment vas spherical, had no discharge 
electrodes, and had an additional small side arm for the 
Ag.
Figure U
Scale diagram of optical pumping apparatus. The discharge 
oscillator and field shimming magnets are not shown. The 
cooling tube is shown rotated 90° from its normal position.
Figure 5
Tracing of Ag Zeeman signal. The phase sensitive detector 
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The structure of an aton can be almost completely 
described In terms of Interactions between charges and 
currents. The gross structure of the atom comes about 
through the coulomb Interaction between the nucleus and 
electrons. If a spin is attributed to the electron, the 
magnetic interaction between the electron orbital current and 
the electron dipole moment gives rise to the "fine" structure. 
A more detailed look at the nucleus reveals that it is not 
Just a point charge, but rather a charge and current distri­
bution which 18 more accurately described in termB of 
electrostatic and magnetoBtatic multipole expansions. The 
interaction between these higher order nuclear moments
(excluding the total charge) and the atomic electrons account
33for the hyperflne structure (hfs). The two predominate 
moments in the hfs are the magnetic dipole and the electric 
quadrupole.
1. Dipole Interaction
Any discussion involving the electron spin is best
3h
done with the relativistic Dirac equation . However by 
postulating the existence of an electron spin the correct 
answer can be obtained classically.
The magnetic field Bg of the nuclear dipole Ug is
BH ■ T x A*
where
A X r N J r3
The interaction energy of the electron spin ue in the field 
of the nuclear dipole is given by
Combining these expressions and using vector analysis gives 
the result^**.
_ I?.-?, 3(ir„-?)(ir •?)] 8* -  -
- [— ------------5-------j - —  ».•*■ {(r)
r> o
For the orbital motion of the electron the 
interaction energy is,
Combining these tvo interaction terms and replacing 
the dipoles by their operator equivalent*
Pe » + 8 P0 s
gives the magnetic dipole hyperflne interaction Hamiltonian.
H - - gg
Y w "V. L rJ v' J r>o
Treating the square bracket as a class T (I»q)
3 6operator whose matrix elements are proportional to J and 
observing that only t ■ o orbitals have any radial contribu­
tion at r * o gives the result
<B'> - - ggj „0 |3L|*no<o)| *J<|T-j|>
t I
where »n£B i® related to the expectation value of H for
i
r>o. For S state atoms an£m“° and the hyperflne structure 
arises from the second term which is referred to as the Fermi 
contact term.
Experimentally these terms are grouped together into 
a single constant which is called the dipole hyperflne 
interaction constant (A).
<  H '> 5 A<|I*J|>
2. Dipole Interaction in Nitrogen
Extension of this electron theory to the case of
many electrons is of great theoretical interest. For the
o o 3 U
case of nitrogen (Is 2s 2p S3/2^ Hartree-Fock calculations
13.
• 38
Indicate that a ._ is zero . Also the p electron in them i
outer ehell have no radial contribution at the origin. Hence 
no hfs is predicted for nitrogen in contradiction to the 
experimental results.
Numerous theories have been suggested for this dis­
crepancy. One of these theories predicts that the outer p
electrons excite one of the inner electrons to a higher
2 2 3 2 3energy; Is 2s 2p Is 2s 2p 3s etc. under the restric-
k
tion that the s ^/2 atomic state is unchanged. This vould 
provide unpaired s state orbitals giving rise to hfs via the 
Fermi contact term. This theory is called "configuration 
interaction"^.
A perhaps more successful theory is "core polariza-
liO
tion" . In nitrogen the 3 electrons in the p state have
the same orientation. The dipole-dipole interaction between
the p electrons and the s electrons is different for the plus
and minus spins. One of the 2s electrons will be attracted
by the p state electrons and the other 2s electron repelled,
resulting in a slight difference in the radial eigenfunctions
of the 2s electrons. The Fermi contact term for each 2b
electron is no longer the same. This difference gives rise
to the hyperflne structure.
A comprehensive discussion of the hfs can be found in
hi
a book on the subject by Freeman and Frankel
B. Origin of the Pressure Shift
The pressure shift, or density shift as it should more 
correctly be called, comes about through the interactions of
Ik.
the nitrogen atom and the buffer gas. These interactions are 
separated into long and short range effects. The long range 
is due to a ran der Wa&ls effect and the short range to Pauli 
exclusion forces.
1. Tan der Waals Effect
lip
The van der Waals interaction is an electrostatic 
Interaction betveen the instantaneous dipole moments of tvo 
interacting atoms (or molecules). The average dipole 
moment of the atomB may be zero but at any given instant 
they will be non-zero. When tvo such atoms or molecules 
come together, the motions Of the electrons of the tvo 
partlcleB become correlated to a small degree, so that the 
interaction betveen the instantaneous dipole momentB 
produces a net attractive energy. This attractive energy 
tends to excite the nitrogen electrons to higher states 
resulting in a change in the spin density at the nucleus 
and hence a shift in the h.f.s.
2. Pauli Exclusion Forces
As the name implies, Pauli exclusion forces (or 
exchange forces) are due to the Pauli exclusion principle. 
This short range effect comes about vhen tvo atoms are so 
close that their orbitals overlap. A mutual repulsion 
betveen electrons vlth like spins causes a compression in 
the electron orbits resulting in core polarization and a 
corresponding change in the hfs.
15
It seems to be generally accepted that these tvo 
interactions are the origin of the pressure shift. However 
a detailed theory shoving the effect on the nitrogen level
structure which correctly predicts the experimental results
LI.
has not been given. Adrian claims that in the case of
nitrogen the pressure shift is due entirely to long range
32effects. On the other hand T. P. Das calculates the pres­
sure shift in the hfs assuming short range interactions and 
finds a large effect. The temperature studies performed in 
this work indicate that both of the above calculations are 
incorrect.
A list of the theoretical and experimental investiga­







In this vork the magnetic field is kept stationary 
and the radio frequency field varied until the resonance 
condition is satisfied. The radio frequency field is 
modulated by a 10 Hz square wave (Fig. 6) vhich converts 
the transient change in light intensity at resonance to an 
AC signal. The amplitude of the AC modulation is maximum
at resonance. Lock-in detection vaB used to improve the
U5slgnal-to-noise ratio of these signals .
The apparatus used in this vork has been developed
over the past five years and is of a design similar to
that used by R. H. Lambert and F. M. Pipkin at Harvard 
U6-U0University . A number of modifications have been made
resulting in larger signals and narrower linevidths. This 
chapter will give a detailed description of the experimental 
apparatus.
B. General Description of Apparatus
Fig. 1* shows the arrangement of the apparatus.
An eight-foot length of 5-inch aluminum channel served as 
the optical bench. All components were fastened to a four- 
foot square piece of one-inch plywood vhich was insulated
17.
from the ground hy a sheet of 1-1/2” foam rubber. This 
Insulated the equipment from the building's vibrations.
C. Resonance Lamp
The resonance lamp consisted of a 2? cc pyrex round
bottom flask to vhich vas attached a 6 mm o.d. Bidearm
(Fig. 7). After evacuation to 10”^ torr, about one quarter
gram of Rb vas distilled into the flask and 2.5 torr of
argon added. Before UBing the lamp the Rb vas completely
distilled into the sidearm. This minimized the noise caused
by the migration of Rb droplets. The vapor pressure is
controlled by the temperatures of the sidearm and lamp. For
best operation the Sidearm vas kept at about 110° C.
Excitation of the lamp vas accomplished by meanB of
a 100 vatt, 27 MHz crystal controlled oscillator (Fig. 8).
The 27 MHz output vas derived from a 9 MHz crystal vhose
frequency vas tripled and amplified by a pair of 811 A pover
tubes vhich vere driven vith a B+ of 390 volts and lbo ma.
Noise measurements, similar to those described by
Carlton and Oldenberg , indicate that the light vhen
properly adjusted, is at the shot noise limit. Intensity
17measurements indicate an output of about 10 photons/sec-S 
in the transition. This is comparable to that of other 





The earth's field was used as the source of stable 
Magnetic field. To prevent the taking of erroneous date due 
to magnetic fluctuations, all measurements were made between 
7 p.m. and 3 a.m. Elimination of the unwanted vertical and
horizontal components of the earth's field vas done with
5 5square Helmholtz coils . These were made as large as 
possible so as to minimize the magnetic field gradients at 
the Bample. Fig. 10 shows the construction details of the 
colls used.
Magnetic broadening is the main source of linevidth 
in optical pumping experiments. If tvo atoms in the sample 
see different magnetic fields, then they will undergo 
Zeeman transitions at different frequencies causing a 
spread in the line shape. The gradients, produced by the 
building's structural steel, were removed by the placement 
of bar magnets around the sample^. These magnets reduced 
the field variation over the volume of the sample from 2.2 mG 
to less than 0.08 mG.
A more difficult form of magnetic noise to contend 
with is the 60 and 120 Hz fields vhich are generated by all 
electrical equipment. A feedback system vas designed which 
would continuously reduce these A-C fields along the optical 
axis by more than tvo orders of magnitude (Fig. 11). Tvo 
5000 turn coils were placed on either side of the sample so 
as to continuously monitor the component of the A-C fields 
along the optical axis. This signal was then amplified,
19.
phase shifted 180° and transformer coupled to a pair of
square Helmholtz colls oriented along the optical axis
57resulting in a cancellation of the original flux . The 
coupling transformer is of unknown origin hut measurements 
indicate that it has a 0° phase shift from 5 to 1000 Hz 
and a turn ratio of 3 to 1.
Transformer coupling to the output coils allows 
these colls to be used simultaneously for producing D-C 
fields along the optical axiB. The current source used 
for these fields was a P.A.R. model TC-602CR voltage/current 
reference source.
E. Discharge Control
The purpose of the discharge circuit was to 
dissociate nitrogen molecules and provide a source of atoms 
for spin exchange. This circuit had to satisfy the follow­
ing requirements:
1. Its discharge amplitude muBt be adjustable over 
a wide range.
2 . It must not generate a signal of its own.
3. The output has to match many different loads.
U. The frequency of oscillation must not be near
the nitrogen resonance.
The oscillator which satisfied these demands is a modified
version of the 30 MHz pulsed oscillator described in
reference 56* Fig* 12 is a block diagram of the discharge 
circuits.
Pulsed rather than continuous discharge vas used 
since lover level discharges can he obtained. A lov 
voltage continuous discharge tends to remain at a high 
intensity as the voltage is decreased and turn off at the 
breakdovn potential of the buffer gas. By using a pulsed 
oscillator it is possible to use a higher voltage discharge 
vhose pulse vldth controls the discharge intensity. With 
this arrangement the discharge could be continuously 
decreased to very lov levels.
The problem vith running the discharge in the 
pulsed mode is that each pulse of light produces an A-C 
signal vhich is detected by the photocell. The resulting 
signal at the lock-in detector masks the observation of the 
resonance. This vas solved by externally triggering the 
General Radio pulse generator at tvice the frequency of the 
reference oscillator and at a fixed phase to it. Pulses 
of light generated in this fashion vill integrate to sero 
in the phase sensitive detector. The phase shifter shovn 
in Pig. 12 vas adjusted so as to optimise the resonance 
signal at a given discharge level. Pig. 6 shovs the 
timing relationship betveen the reference oscillator, radio 
frequency signal generator and discharge pulse.
Initial measurements made vith this apparatus 
indicated that the 26 NHs discharge vas causing a shift in 
the nitrogen resonance. Retuning the frequency of the 
oscillator to about k8 MHs eliminated this effect.
The oscillator vas matched to each sample so as to 
optimise the discharge amplitude by adjusting the turns
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ratio of the output transformer (concentric alr-colls) and 
the capacitance of the tank circuit. Figures 13 and lU 
show the circuit diagram of the discharge oscillator and 
phase shifter«doubler respectively.
F. Temperature Control
In this vork the oven temperature vaB varied from 
ambient to 850° C. The control circuit used allowed 
complete versatility in both the temperature selection 
and the swing about that temperature. A Pt VS Pt + 10% Rh 
thermocouple vas used to monitor the oven temperature. The 
thermocouple output is balanced by a Leeds and Northrup 
model 8862 potentiometer (Fig.'15). Instead of using the 
internal galvanometer, a Keithley model 151R null detector 
is used to observe the thermocouple balance. A useful 
property of this null detector is that it provides an 
output voltage linearly dependent upon the meter setting 
of the 151R* As the meter reading swings from plus full 
scale to minus full scale, the output voltage varies from 
+ 5 to -5 volts. This voltage provides the means of 
controlling the heating cycle of the oven. If the oven Is 
on and the potentiometer set for balance at 500° C, the 
null meter output voltage will Increase as the oven heats 
above 500° C. At some selected voltage a relay will be 
triggered which turns the oven off. As the oven cools, 
the output goes negative, the relay turns on and the cycle 
is repeated. The trigger circuit (Fig. 16) operates in the 
following manner. As the 151R output increases in the
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positive sense (oven on) point (a) will follov. When point 
(a) gets to .7V above ground, transistor A vill turn on 
dropping the voltage at (b) to about 29.3 volts turning B 
on. This drives the flip flop into the off position vhich 
in turn triggers a relay causing the oven to turn off. As 
the oven cools, the 151R output goes negative until point 
(g) gets to -.7 volts vith respect to ground. At this 
voltage the 2 lHbl^b diodes begin to conduct lovering the 
voltage at point (d) turning D off. This causes E to turn 
on vhich drives the flip flop into the on position and the 
oven also. Rg vas picked so as to set the svitching points 
symmetrically about ground. R^ is adjusted for the desired 
sving about the temperature setting on the L fc N potentio­
meter.
G. Oven Structure
The manufacturers of refractory materials provide 
little Information on the magnetic properties of their 
fire brick. A simple test vas devised vhich vould quickly 
Indicate the materials' effect on the local magnetic fields. 
The sample vas brought near a flux gate magnetometer and 
the change in output observed. If no change vas observed 
(<.01 mg), the material vas considered acceptable. Another 
test vhich vas used vas the optical pumping signal itself.
If a sample of the material caused no shift in the Rb 
Zeeman resonance, it vas considered to be non-magnetic.
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As could be expected* the magnetic properties of the 
fire brick vere a function of the iron content. The brick 
selected vas a JM 2300 clay brick manufactured by Johns- 
Manville Corporation. The Fe^O^ content of this brick is
thermal conductivity 1.1 BTU/in-ft^-°F-hr, and density 
UU lbs/ft3 .
The heating vlre selected as being the least magnetic 
vas chromel "A". This same vire vas used for the RF coils 
and discharge leads since it vas chemically stable at high 
temperatures. Number 20 vire vas vound into three heating 
coils, each having a resistance of about 17 ohms. These 
vere vired in parallel and distributed as uniformly as 
possible over five of the interior vails for uniform dis­
tribution of heat. A thin layer of Fiberfrax^^ vas placed 
over the coils both as an electrical Insulator and as a vay 
of heating the oven vails uniformly. The temperature 
gradient acrosB the sample vas about 13° C at 250° C and 
less than 1° C at 500° C.
Tvo U-inch diameter by 1/k inch circular Pyrex 
plates vere used for each vindov. Quartz windows were tried 
but seemed to suffer from devitrification vhen cycling the 
oven temperature.
The oven vas mounted in an A1 frame vith nylon 
vheels so that it could be easily rolled in and out of
(i) Fiberfrax is the trade name of a refractory fiber 
manufactured by the Carborundum Co.
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the Helmholtz coil system. This facilitated sample adjust­
ment and oven repairs*
Measurements of the Rb llnevldths vith and vithout 
the oven shoved that it did not contribute to the magnetic 
linevldth.
H. Frequency Generation
All transitions in this vork vere driven vith a 
General Radio model 1161* frequency synthesizer vhich vas 
phase locked to a General Radio 1160-P3 standard frequency
oscillator. This 5 MHz standard frequency vas stable to a
9
fev parts in 10 . Frequency measurement vas carried out 
vith a Hevlett-Packard electronic frequency counter model
o
52l*5L. This vaB maintained accurate to a fev parts in 107 
vith the use of a Hevlett-Packard model 11TA VLF comparator 
tuned to WVTB.
For lock-in detection purposes the resonance signal 
vas modulated at 10 Hz by a C2099 James chopper (Fig. 17).
To drive the chopper a circuit vas designed (Fig. 18) vhich 
converted the 10 Hz sinusoidal reference into a square vave, 
symmetric about ground vhose amplitude vas + 3 volts.
The radio frequency amplitude vas controlled by a 
pair of Hevlett-Packard VHF step attenuator; model 355C 
vith ldb steps and model 355D vith lOdb steps.
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X. Signal Detection
Standard lock-in techniques vere employed for the 
detection of the resonance transitions. Modulation of 
the light vas detected hy a 6953 gas phototube (Fig. 19). 
The total photocurrent vas monitored by an RCA micro­
ammeter indicating the absorption of the resonance radia­
tion by the sample (Fig. 20). The voltage developed 
across a one megohm resistor in the photocircuit vas 
amplified by a Tektronix 122 preamplifier vith a gain of 
100. After this stage of amplification, the signal vas 
detected by a Tektronix 515A oscilloscope and an EMC model 
RJB lock-in amplifier.
A small prism vas used to deflect part-of the 
incident light onto another phototube. This vas placed 
near the light source and vas used as an independent 
means of monitoring the output of the Rb resonance lamp.
J . Optics
The rubidium resonance radiation emitted by the
light source vas collimated, circularly polarized and
o
filtered of the Dg component (7800A) by a Spectrolab
interference filter. After passing through the sample
the light vas focused onto a 6993 photocell. Circular
o
polarisation of the D^ radiation (J9^9A) vas accomplished 
vith a quarter vave retarder and a linear polarizer 
obtained from the Polaroid Corporation. The sense of 
circular polarisation could be adjusted by rotating the 
Polaroid plate 90° relative to the quarter vave plate.
Figure 6
Relation betveen 10 Hz reference, resonance oscillator, 
pulsed discharge and rubidium resonance. The relative 
phases betveen the four traces is only approximate. The 
rectangle in the pulsed discharge is the envelope of the U8 
MHz discharge.
Figure 7
Resonance light source. The dimensions are approximately 
actual size. The arrow indicates the direction of the 
optical axis.
Figure 8
Crystal controlled oscillator for exciting resonance lamp. 
The normal B+ vas 350 volts and ibO ma*
Figure 9
Light source in normal mode of operation. The color 
reproduction has made the edges of the light appear to be 
white. In actuality the edges are the same color as the 
center but much more intense in brightness.
Figure 10












Unmarked capacitors are I000-2000pf bypass capacitors
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L( cm) d(cm) a(ln) b(in) size of turns
110 59.9 .75 .75 0 18 156
75.5 Ui .75 .75 # 18 lUo
98 53.5 1 1 # 12 90
I
Figure 10
60 Hz suppression circuit. The 2M variable potentiometer vas 
used to adjust the gain from 1 to 2,000. Approximately 30 
feet separated the electronics from the sample.
Figure 12
Block diagram of discharge circuits.
Figure 13
Discharge oscillator. When the pulse drives the 6L6 into 
conduction the plate voltage drops to zero turning the 
oscillator on. To drive the oscillator in a continuous mode, 
the plate of the 6l6 vas shorted to ground.
Figure Ik
Phase shift-frequency doubler circuit. The diode bridge vas 
used to full-wave rectify the 10 Hz reference signal. This 
doubled the frequency of positive voltage changes which 
















Operational amplifier made by 



































(2.5KV)3.3K .002 <  1000 l*.7pf
(2v) (25KV)> (2w) (5KV)
250V




L„: lU turns of #12 vire wound on 
1" glass tube 0-1500V250V
Figure 13
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Block diagram of system used to generate and calibrate 
resonance transition frequency source.
Figure 18
Circuit for driving James chopper.
Figure 1?
Photo tube circuit. The change in voltage across the 1M 
resistor is proportional to the corresponding change in 
the photocurrent.
Figure 20










































































Two typeB of absorption flasks were constructed: 
spherical quartz and cylindrical Pyrex. Except for bake- 
out procedures, the preparation of both types of flask is 
the same.
B. Sample Preparation
All samples were etched for about 30 seconds with 
a 10 to 20% solution of hydrofluoric acid and then rinsed 
six times with distilled water. Conductivity tests on the 
rinse water showed that after six rinses the ion content 
of the rinse water was the same as the pure distilled 
water.
After thoroughly drying the samples, they were fused 
to the vacuum system, evacuated to less than 10“^ mm 
mercury and baked for no less than five hours at a tempera­
ture greater than the highest anticipated operating level. 
All cold traps were kept filled with liquid nitrogen after 
the initial roughing down of the Bystem.
The rubidium metal was distilled through a single 
"UN tube (Fig. 21) while the system vas baking. Once the 
ovens had cooled, a small amount of rubidium was driven 
into the absorption flask and condensed into the sldearm.
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The entire system vas then allowed to come to thermal 
equilibrium and the gases were added.
The gases used were prepared by the Baker Chemical 
Co. Table II lists the analysis of the gases used. The 
nitrogen was released into a 50 cc ampoule and its pressure 
measured with an oil manoueter^^. After recording the 
temperature and closing the ampoule, the system vas 
evacuated to 10“^ mm Hg. The buffer gas vas then added 
and its pressure measured by either the oil or mercury 
manometer depending upon the amount of gas added. The 
ampoule vas then opened allowing the gases to mix. After 
thirty minutes the pressure and temperature were recorded, 
the sample removed and the pressure measured again.
The valves in the vacuum system were arranged so 
that all cold traps could be isolated from the system.
This simplified the analysis since the system was at room 
temperature and no correction had to be made for the 
condensation of the gases. Using the ideal gas lav and a 
knowledge of the volume of the ampoule, sample and vacuum 
system, the nitrogen and buffer gas pressures in the 
sample were calculated. These pressures vere then corrected 
to 25° C.
(1) The oil used vaB a silicon diffusion pump oil, DC-705 
manufactured by the Dow Corning Co. The density of 
this oil vas measured to be 1/12.1*5 times the density 
of Hg at 25° C.
Table II; Analysis of Linde Research Grade
Gases Used in This Work
Nitrogen Helium
Oxygen < lppm Oxygen <lppm
Argon 20ppm Nitrogen <lppm
Total Hydrocarbons <lppm Argon <lppm
Moisture <lppm Methane <lppm
Carbon Dioxide <lppm Total Hydrocarbons <lppm







The Pyrex flasks (Pig. 3 ) were cylinders with three 
inch diameters and lengths of about four inches. The 
electrodes were made of tungsten wire, coated with uranium 
glass no. 3321 and fused into the Pyrex turret.
D. Quartz Flasks
All of the quartz flasks used were made of General 
Electric fused quartz. They were spherical in shape 
(Fig. 22) and had a volume of about 230 cc. Due to the 
difficulties encountered in fusing tungsten electrodes to 
quartz, a novel approach vas used. Two small quartz tubes, 
sealed at one end, were fused into the turret. Wires were 
then placed in these tubes to form the electrodes.
The walls of the quartz flasks absorbed large amounts 
of the rubidium vapor as it vas being distilled into the 
sidearm. This was demonstrated when trying to optically 
pump rubidium at temperatures above UOO° C. Above this 
temperature the rubidium vapor vas driven from the walls 
and it vas no longer possible to control the vapor pressure 
by bloving air on the sidearm.
It vas found that the rubidium could be driven out of 
the walls by heating the sample, under vacuum, to 800° C 
for about an hour vhlle keeping the sidearm cold. With the 
addition of this stage of preparation it was possible to 
maintain control of the rubidium vapor pressure at any desired 
temperature (830° C vas the highest temperature attempted).
Figure 21
Preparation of samples. The rubidium vas slowly distilled 
through the "U"-tube, to separate it from its impurities.
Figure 22
Quartz flasks with tubes for electrodes. These vessels 




















MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE AND DATA ANALYSIS
A. Introduction
The Hamiltonian which describes the hyperfine
interaction of the nitrogen atom in a weak external field 
ia59-60
H » A W  + b [3(i * j )2+|(T-j )-i2j2]
2I(2I-1)J(2J-1)
+ |gj|>1oJZHZ * gIWoIZHZ
Here A is the magnetic dipole hyperfine Interaction con­
stant, B is the quadrupole hyperfine interaction constant, 
gj and gj are the nuclear and electronic gyromagnetic 
ratios, respectively, uo is the Bohr magneton and H^ the
lli
external magnetic field. For N the total electronic
angular momentum J is 3/2 and nuclear spin I is 1. In
it
Appendix I the ground state configuration of N has been
calculated to the fourth order in the ratio of the Zeeman
to the hyperfine frequency. Figure 23 gives a diagram of 
lU
the N ground state eigenvalues.
To minimize the effect of magnetic field inhomogene- 
lties, those transitions which were least dependent upon 
the magnetic field were measured. Since the spin exchange 
process populates M^ levels independently of F ^  it was not
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possible to observe AMp ■ 0 transitions. The transitions 
used were P ■ 5/2, Mp ■ + 5/2 to P ■ ♦ 3/2, My * + 3/2 and
F - 3/2, Mp ■ + 3/2 to P » 1/2, Mp - + 1/2. These AMp ■ + 1
transitions can be expressed in the form (See Appendix I)
v+ * °oA + °oB + C1HZ * C2HZ2 + C3HZ3 + CkHZU
v_ ‘ Co* * CoB * °1HZ + C2EZ2 ' C3H Z3 + CUBz‘‘-
By using the sum and difference of these transitions, it is 
possible to remove the magnetic field dependence. Section C 
of this chapter vlll describe this in detail.
B. Messurement Technique
The pyrex cells vere all measured at room temperature
before heating to 500° C. To do this it vas necessary to
empty the rubidium out of the sidearm Into the main flask.
This vas done to obtain sufficient rubidium vapor. The
vertical and transverse components of the earth's magnetic
field vere then nulled by the Helmholtx coils. Hull vas
85observed by measuring the peak of the Bb Zeeman transi­
tions. When these vere at a minimum frequency the unvanted
85components of magnetic field vere zero. The Bb llnevidth 
vas then measured vith 60 db of attenuation in the output 
of the resonance oscillator. This vas typically about 35 
Hz. This measurement provided an excellent check of all 
the apparatus. The signal amplitude indicated the condition
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of the light source and detection equipment and Its line 
shape, the properties of the local AC and DC magnetic 
fields.
A *5
After optimizing the Rb 7 signal, the pulsed discharge 
oscillator vas turned on and its frequency adjusted to above 
US MHz. Chapter IV, section F, explains the necessity of 
this adjustment. While observing the nitrogen transition, 
the discharge pulse height and on-time vere varied until 
the nitrogen linevidth vas as narrov as possible. The 
optimum settings of the discharge oscillator varied from a 
pulse vidth of a few micro-seconds to about five milli­
seconds vith the B+ voltage from 100 to 1200 volts depending 
upon the sample. For all samples an output transformer vith 
lU turns vas used. The nitrogen linevldths vere betveen U0 
and 100 Hz. In all cases it vas found that for optimizing 
the nitrogen signal a somevhat higher rubidium density vas 
needed than for an optimum Rb signal.
The AF ■ 1, AMp, ■ + 1 pairs of transitions vere 
measured as quickly as possible so as to minimize the effect 
of magnetic field transients. Also the order in vhich the 
pairs vere measured vas alternated so that any continuous 
drift effects vould average to zero. The transitions vere 
measured in the folloving vay: first v* peaks vere measured
tvlce, then the sense of circular polarization of the light 
reversed^^ and the v— peaks measured tvice. This vas done




ten times in alternate order, resulting in ten measurements 
of one of the F transitions. This process vas then 
repeated for the other set of F transitions. Hence for 
each value of hyperfine and quadrupole interaction constant 
eighty data points vere recorded.
The sample vas then slovly^*^ heated to 500° C vhlle 
hloving a stream of cold air into the cooling tube causing 
the rubidium metal to condense into the sidearm. After 
coming to thermal equilibrium at 500° C, the vapor vould 
condense in from 20 minutes to 3 hours depending on the 
buffer gas pressure. By adjusting the flov of cooling air, 
it vas possible to maintain the vapor pressure at any 
desired value. This vas monitored by observing the photo­
current. A second detector vas arranged so as to directly 
monitor the light source. This gave confidence that a 
change in the photo-current of the detection circuit vas 
caused by a change in the rubidium density and not drift of 
the light source.
Once control of the rubidium density vas obtained 
the nitrogen measurements'vere made in the sane manner as 
at room temperature.
Each sample vas cycled betveen room temperature and 
500° C at least tvice to check for consistency of the data.
The quartz cells vere run the same as the Pyrex 
except that once the rubidium vas driven Into the main flask
(i) If the sample vas heated too quickly the Rb vapor vould 
react vith the Pyrex and the glass vould turn brovn. 
Hormally one and one-half hours vas needed to heat the 
sample to 500° C.
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the walls became saturated and control at high temperatures 
could not be obtained. Because of this all quartz samples 
were first measured between 300° C and 700° C.
C. Data Analysis
In determining the dipole and quadrupole hyperfine 
interaction constants, a number of corrections were made to 
the raw data. All of these corrections were carried out 
such that the error introduced in A and B by these effects 
was less than 0.1 Hz. Corrections were made for the 
magnetic field dependence of the hyperfine structure; for 
the expansion of the sample with temperature and for the 
pressure shift of the molecular nitrogen in each sample.
In analyzing data the following constants were used:
g ^ N 11*) - - 658.163 + 0.001 gtH1 )62(J “
g j U 1*1) « .072.236,95 + .000,000,08 gtH1 )61
The magnetic field dependence was removed to fourth 
order in 3 so as to reduce the error introduced by the 
earth's field to less than .1 Hz. This was done by com­
puting the sum and difference of the pair of transitions. 
These transitions can be expressed in the form (Appendix I)
v+ - C A + C*B + C.B + Co02 + C-B3 + C.01* o o 1 c j **
where
. . (|ej|+*i,uoHle = j
3 k .
v "  » c o a  + - c x e c 2 b 2 - c 3 b 3 ♦ c ^ b 1*.
The sub gives
+ v * 2 4
- " Y  m C0A + C0B + CgB + CuBH ,
and the difference
or
+ - ,\i *  v 3
 --------- CXB - C3Bj = Av
B -  ( A v  + C3 B3 ) .
B vas found by the following process of iteration.
1. B s —
0 C1
2 .  Bx *  y -  (Av  + c 3 P0 3>
3. B z - U v  + C 3 B l 3 )
k. 6 » — • (Av + C3B23)
Using this value of B the second and fourth order terms in 
the sum of v* and v were reduced to the form
vx * 5/2 A ♦ 5/4 B (F - 5/2 to F - 3/2)
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and
vg * 3/2 A - 9 A  B (F » 3/2 to P - 1/2)
Since each sample contains a small amount of nitrogen, each 
value of v contains the combined effects of both the 
nitrogen-nitrogen and nitrogen-buffer gas interaction. 
Expressing this as the sum of these effects;
where AQ is the zero pressure intercept of the dipole
A in the buffer gas, \3p)b the Pressure shift of A in 
molecular nitrogen, Pfi the pressure of the buffer gas and 
Pg the pressure of molecular nitrogen In the sample. The 
assumption has been made that the quadrupole term is 
Independent of pressure and buffer gas. This proved to be 
correct as is shown in the next chapter. Solving these 
equations gives the result that
hyperfine interaction constant, shift of
B ■ *2vi “ Vg
A computer program, written in PORTRAH IV for the 
IBM 360, with the WATPOR compiler was written to perform
these calculations (Fig. 2^). After removing the magnetic
effects from each pair of transitions the average of each
63set of v's and the standard error was calculated to
double precision (16 place accuracy). Using these average
values, A and B were calculated, along with their Btandard
error and the effect of the molecular nitrogen removed. Fig.
23 is a sample of the computer output (Appendix IV).
The value of the molecular nitrogen pressure shift
used in the program vaB 1.8 Hz/torr which was determined
from preliminary calculations including only second order
corrections to the magnetic field. Final data show the
lUpressure shift of N in molecular nitrogen to be 1.91 
Hz/torr. Each computed value of A was corrected for this 
by subtracting 0.11 Pjj.
Not included in the computer program were the 
expansion of the sample with temperature and the effect of 
the nitrogen temperature shift. As the vessel is heated 
its increase in volume is
AV » V 3 o AT,61* o
where VQ is the volume at room temperature, o the linear 
coefficient of thermal expansion and AT the increase in 
temperature above 23° C. (This is the temperature to which 
all pressures are referred.) With the aid of the ideal gas 
law the density of the buffer gas is given by
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At b o m  higher temperature its density, D, is
H II
D = V + A V  V (i +3 o At T  *O O '
which gives the change in density of the buffer gas as 
being
AD *  -  3 a AT D „ .0
This effect vas remored by adding
3 * iT { ( & ) ,  PB + ( 8 ) ,  Pn}
to each measured value of A. The linear coefficient of 
thermal expansion is 3.2? (10”^) cm/cm-°C for Pyrex^and .55 
(10~^) for quartz^ . The magnitude of this correction to 
the dipole hyperfine constant vas less than 0.2 Hz for all 
helium samples and less than 1.0 Hz for all neon samples.
The final correction vas to remove the component of 
the temperature shift due to the small amount of molecular 
nitrogen in each sample. T M b vas accomplished by subtract- 
ing(p£r) ^rom sample. In all cases this effect
vas less than 0.2 Hz.
Figure 23
lUGround state energy level diagram of N as a function of 
the magnetic field. Here
. <|«jl + . *13 ■ ---------:  and e -
N
Figure 2U
Computer program used to analyze data. The correct value 
of the N-Ng pressure shift iB 1.91 Hz/torr. To correct the 
program for this replace the number 1.8 in statement 86 by 
1.91.
Figure 25
Computer output. The top line gives the sample number (110)} 
the temperature at which the data vas taken (302° C); the 
data book (7); the page number (90) and the pressure of 
nitrogen in the sample (samples vith pure nitrogen vould have 
P ■ 0.00 written here). The four columns labeled A(l), A(2), 
B(l), B(2) are the last four digits of the measured transi­
tions of the tvo hyperfine Zeeman components. NU15AV is the 
corrected arithmetic average of the 10 measurements of the 
F * 3/2 to F * 1/2 hyperfine transition and £15 is the 
associated standard error. HU26AV Is. the value of the F ■
5/2 to F ■ 3/2 transition. A, EAt B, l> EB are the resulting 
hyperfine and quadrupole interaction constants and their 
statistical errors.
3r  Nw(Ground State) 4S ^  
J = 3 /2 ; 1 = 1
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RESULTS AH I) DISCUSSION
A. Introduction
A preliminary investigation vas made to determine 
vhat experimental parameters vould affect the measurements. 
This vas done by measuring one of the nitrogen hyperfine 
transitions vhile varying each parameter one at a time.
The variables in this preliminary experiment vere as 
follovs:
1. The output of the resonance lamp vas decreased 
by forty percent.
2. The rubidium density in the sample vas varied 
such that the intensity of the transmitted light 
changed from .2 to .7 vamps.
3. The phase adjustment on the lock-in detector vas
set to be obviously in error. This check vas
made on both the positive and negative sides of 
optimum phase.
k. The sense of the magnetic field vas reversed.
5. The R.P. resonance pover vas Increased until the
line vas broadened.
6. To check the computer program the strength of the 
magnetic field vas reducedtto about one-half of 
its normal value.
39.
None of these variations had any observable effect on the 
measured transitions.
As indicated previously, the frequency of the pulsed 
discharge oscillator must not be near the resonance of the 
nitrogen transitions. In the continuous mode the discharge 
frequency vb b  measured and adjusted to about U8 MHz. Since 
the discharge vas driven by a free running oscillator it 
vas possible for the leading edge of each pulse to contain 
a continuum of lover frequencies ("chirp"). Using an 
oscilloscope the structure of the pulse vas investigated and
found to contain none of these lover frequencies.
6 TSidgvick ' Btates that rubidium and nitrogen vill 
react in the presence of a discharge to form nitrides 
(Rb^N) and asides (RbN^). This vould impose a time dependent
pressure shift vhich vould be difficult to account for.
6 8Hovever, referring to the original publication of this vork 
it vas found that a large discharge vas required and that 
the reaction reversed itself at elevated temperatures. No 
long term pressure shift vas found indicating that this 
chemical reaction is of no significance.
The relative size of the AMp *■ + 1 and - 1 transitions 
depended on vhether the sample vas being oriented vith left 
or right circular polarized light. These amplitudes differed 
by a factor of about four. To measure the smaller transition 
it vas necessary to increase the R.P. pover or the discharge. 
This vas avoided by adjusting the circular polarizer so that 
the larger amplitude vas observed on each transition. TblB
made it possible to observe signals at lover discharge and 
R.F. amplitudes resulting in narrower llnevidths (Uo to 100 
Hz). The possibility of the effect of a spin exchange shift 
being Introduced by thlB method of measurement vas investi­
gated with negative results.
B. Results
In order to compensate for the molecular nitrogen in 
each sample it vas necessary to determine the pressure shift 
and temperature shift of nitrogen atoms in molecular 
nitrogen. Table III 11btb the corrected results of these 
measurements and FigB. 26 and 27 are least squares fits of 
the data to a straight line.
The hyperfine structure of atomic nitrogen In a solid
nitrogen matrix at liquid helium temperatures has been
69investigated by electron spin resonance techniques .
Calculating a pressure shift based on their value (A ■ 12.08+
.12 MHz) and the accepted free atom value of the dipole
interaction constant (A * 10.1*5 MHz) gives the result that 
a A
■ 2.37+«17 Hz/torr. This linear extrapolation over six 
orders of magnitude in the buffer '’gas" density is in good 
agreement with the resultB of this work;
Table III: The corrected frequencies for the N ^ - N g  inter­
action. The pressures given are referred to 25° C and are 
estimated to be accurate to + .1 torr. Each value of A and 8 
was calculated from the average of 10 measurements of both 
hyperfine transitions. The error is based on the standard 
error in the hyperfine transitions. The error in the tempera­
ture represents the drift in oven temperature as the data is 
recorded.
Pressure in
torr T *80° C T«300+10° C T»500+15° C
at 25° C A* (Hz) B (Hz) A* (Hz) B (Hz) A* (Hz) B (Hz)
16 . 1*1* 61 . 0+.2 1 . 16+.2
l 6 . l * l * 61 . 0+.2 1 . 8 7 + . 2
16 . 1*1* 5 9 . 5 + . 3 1 . 62+ . 3
35 .8 1 * 9 7 . 3 + . 1 * . 5 2 + . 3  9 8 . 2 + . 7  . 58+.6 9 9 . 0 + . 6  1 . 0 9 + . 5
3 5 . 8U 9 8 . 1 * + .  2 1 . 1 U + . 2 1 0 0 . 1 * + . 2  1 . 1 * 3 + . 3
A* - A - 10,U50,900.0 Hz
Figure 26
pressure shift at 60° C. The straight line which 
passes through the two points has a slope of 1.91+.03 
Hz/torr and a zero pressure Intercept of 10,1(50,929• 3+.3 Hz. 
The errors were estimated by determining the slope and 
intercept of a straight line passing through the statistical 
limits of each point.
Figure 27
Temperature shift of atomic nitrogen in 35*8 torr of 
molecular nitrogen. A least squares fit to the data show 
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Having determined the effect of molecular nitrogen on 
the temperature and pressure shift, the helium and neon data 
were then corrected as indicated in the laBt chapter. Tables 
U, 5 and 6 list the corrected data for helium, helium in 
quartz vesselB, and neon respectively.
I n  r e c e n t  y e a r s  t h e  n i t r o g e n  h y p e r f i n e  s p l i t t i n g  has  
b e e n  t h e  o b j e c t  o f  c o n s i d e r a b l e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  To c h e c k  t h e  
c o n s i s t e n c y  o f  o u r  r e s u l t s  a  c o m p a r i s o n  o f  room t e m p e r a t u r e  
m e a s u r e m e n t s  v a s  made ( t h e r e  i s  n o  s o u r c e  o f  c o m p a r i s o n  f o r  
t h e  h i g h  t e m p e r a t u r e  d a t a . )
T a b l e  7 l i s t s  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e s e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  and  
c o m p a re s  th e m  w i t h  t h i s  v o r k .  The  z e r o  p r e s s u r e  v a l u e  o f  A 
l i s t e d  t h e r e  1 b an a v e r a g e  o f  t h e  n e o n ,  h e l i u m  and  n i t r o g e n  
d a t a  i n v e r s e l y  w e i g h t e d  b y  t h e i r  s t a t i s t i c a l  e r r o r s .  The  
q u o t e d  e r r o r  o f  ± 1 . 8  Hz i s  b a s e d  on t h e  s p r e a d  i n  z e r o  
p r e s s u r e  i n t e r c e p t s  f o r  t h e  n i t r o g e n ,  n e o n  a n d  h e l i u m  
s y s t e m s .
The  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  h i g h  t e m p e r a t u r e  v o r k  a r e  l i s t e d  
i n  T a b l e  8 an d  shown g r a p h i c a l l y  i n  F i g s .  2 8 - 3 3 .
1 .  H e l i u m
The  p r e s s u r e  i n  t h e  h e l i u m  s a m p l e s  r a n g e d  f r o m  U5 t o  
2 6 0  t o r r  a t  2 5 °  C.  The  l i m i t i n g  f a c t o r  on t h e  h e l i u m  p r e s s u r e  
was t h e  R . F .  d i s c h a r g e .  A t  h i g h e r  p r e s s u r e s  i t  v a s  n o t  
p o s s i b l e  t o  m a i n t a i n  a d i s c h a r g e  i n  t h e  p u l s e d  mode w i t h o u t  
e x c e e d i n g  t h e  r e c o m m e n d e d  maximum t u b e  v o l t a g e s .
ill
Table IV: The corrected frequencies for the H -He inter­
action. The pressures are referred to 25° C and are accurate 
to ±.1 torr. Each value of A and B vas calculated from the 
average of 10 measurements of both hyperfine transitions.
The error is based on the standard error in the hyperfine 











1*7.6 1*1.0+. 5 2.08+.6 *1*3.0+. 5 2.06+.5 1*0. 5+.7 •92+.6
1*0 .9+. 1* 1.76+.1* 39 . 3+. 6 1.59+.5 *1*0.2+. 6 2 .02+.5
39.7+.5 1.05+.5
63.8 1*3. 5+. 3 





126.1 57.6+.2 1.87+.3 57.0+.2 I.65+.3 56.8+. 1* 2.22+.1*
57-0+.1* .82+.3 *57. 1*+. 3 1.27+.3 57.2+. 1* 1.10+.5
58.3+.2 1.02+.2
•57.2+.3 1.80+.2
180 68•9+.6 2.71* + . 7
190.7 70. 2+. 2 2.18+.2 69.1+.3 •83+.!* 69.2+.1* 1.7l*+.l*
69.9+.2 1.63+.2 *69.1+.!* .82+.1* •68.7+.1* .95+.1*
•69.6+,3 .62+.3 68.8+.1* .39+.6
70.2+.3 1.33+.3 *69.9+.5 1.37+.6
A1 - A - 10,U50,900.0 Hz
lU
Table V ; The corrected frequencies for the N -He interaction in Quartz bottles. The 
data was taken in the same manner as the H1 -He data of Table IV. To indicate the "time 
dependence" of these measurements, a number and letter is assigned to each measurement 
(il). The number stands for the day the sample vas measured and the letter indicates hov 
the temperature vas varied (e.g. 1C stands for first night, third run).
Pressure
in torr 
at 25° _C_ 11
T%80° C 









22$>.9 1C 7»*.l+.5 .73+. 1* IB 7U.7+.8 -.82+.8 1A 73.1+.8 -.03+1.
2B 73.2+.2 1.01+.3 2A 7U.1+.6 1.65+.5 2C 61*.9+1.6 -*1.63+1.6
3A 68.8+.3 1.31+.3 3B 68.2+.5 .80+.6 3C 65.8+.9 3.17+.9
1f 5A 66.0+.2 .97+.3 1*A 66.3+.3 1.30+.3
25' .0 1A 83.1+.5 .7»*+. 5 IB 81.9+.3 1.12+.3 1C 81.5+.5 1.28+.6
2A 80.2+.1* 1.1*7+. 3 2B 78.6+.2 1.33+.2 2C 77.2+.3 1.05+.1*
1f 3A 76.1+.3 2.07+.3 3B 7U.5+.3 .61*+. 3
26C>.lt
f













i A - 10,1*50,900.0 Hz
* Before this run the sample vas baked at 750° C for <9 hours.
ill
Table VI; The corrected frequencies for the N -Ne inter­
action. The data vas taken in the Bane manner as the N^ - H e 
data of Table IV.
Pressure 
in torr 
a t  2 5 °  C




1 ^ 1 2 5 °  C 
A« B
T ^ 2 0 0 °  C 
A* B
2 2 0 . 1 1*0 . 0 + . 2 1 . 2 3 + . 2
2 2 0 . 1 1 * 0 . 1 + .  5 . 7 5 + . U




at 2 5 °  C










2 2 0 . 1 1*2 . 1 + .  1* . 6 8 + . 1 * 1 *5 .8 + . ! * . 9 8 + . 6
2 2 0 . 1 1 * 2 . 7 + .  2 1 . 3 1 + . 2 1 * 5 . 2 + .  1* 1 . 3 7 + . 6
1*08 .7 l l * 0 . 7 + .  3 2 . 0 U + . 3 l l * 2 . 3 + . l *  . 9 5 + . 1* l l * 5  . 8 + .  1* 1 . 1 * 2 + . 5
1*08 .7 1 U 3 . 2 + . 1* 1 .  3 7 + .  1* l l * 5 . 2 + . 8
1 . 8 6 + .7
•A - A -  1 0 , 1 * 5 1 , 0 0 0 . 0  H r
Table VII: A summary of the recent measurements of the nitrogen hyperfine interaction
constants and their pressure shifts. All measurements, except two vere done with 
optical pumping methods. The first°^ vas done by the paramagnetic resonance technique 
and the s e c o n d * 3 with a hydrogen maser.
A d 1*) 
X106 Hz




Pressure Shift (Hz/torr) 
N_H2 H-He H-He Reference
10.1*5 +20,000. -- — — — 62
10.1*51,12 ♦ 170. -200+200 — — — 70
10.1*50,91 + 70. -50+80 — — <10 61
10.1*50,928 + 1*5. 5+35 <6o — — 71
10.1*50,925 ♦ 20. -7+20 1.9+.1* — — 12
10.1*50,930 + 20. 0+3.7 1.8+. 1* — — 72
10.1*50,930 + 8. 1+5 1.65+.21 .27+.07 .57+.07 1*8
10.1*50,929,1 + 0.3 1.3+.3 — — 73
10.1*50,929.1* + 1.8 1.32+.5 1.9+.1 .21+.01 .50+.01 This Vork
Table VIII; Results of this investigation. The errors listed here (with the exception 
of the 700° C data) are the standard deviation in the mean°3 multiplied by two. The 
criterion chosen for this estimate of the error vas that it should be no smaller than 
1/1*0 of the experimental linevidth. It was felt that asymmetries in the line Bhape 






Pressure Shift (Hz/torr) 
70° C 300° C 1*80° C
Temperature
Shift x 101* 
700° C Hz/o c-rnm
Helium 10,1*50,930.3+2 .21+.01 .20+.02 .20+.01 .21+.02 -0.1+.1
Neon 10,1*50,928.7+2 .50+.01 .52+.01 .53+.01 0.6+.1
Nitrogen 10,1*50,929.3+1 1.9 +.1 !.9 +.1 2.0 +.1 1.1*+. 5
1*2.
To extend the temperature shift measurements of the
N-fie system to 700° C, it vas necessary to contain the gas
in a quartz vessel. Fig. 29 shovs that the helium is
diffusing through the vails of the quartz bottle at these
elevated temperatures. This vas further demonstrated by
baking a sample vith about 260 mm of helium for approximately
9 hours at 750° C. Measurements of the hfs of hitrogen
before and after the baking shov a shift in A of 8.5 Hz.
The leakage rate at thiB temperature and pressure vas 
7l*calculated and found to be of this order of magnitude.
Because of this leakage problem a statistical 
analysis of the data vas not possible. However, Fig. 29 
shovs that about 3*5 Hz of helium diffused out of the 
sample each night. In setting error limits the tvo extreme 
cases are that the 3.5 Hz of helium diffused before the 
measurement vas made or after it vas made. In the former 
case the measurement could be corrected by adding 3.5 Hz to 
A. In the latter extreme no correction vould be necessary. 
The estimated value of the pressure shift at 700° C vas 
arrived at by extrapolating these tvo limits of A to the 0 
pressure intercept and averaging the tvo resulting shifts.
2. Neon
Unlike the N-helium system neon has an easily measure- 
able temperature shift. The data of Fig. 6 is shovn 
graphically in Figs. 30 and 31.
The neon having a lov breakdovn potential provided no 
serious pressure limitations to the discharge. The large
ill
N -He Pressure Shift. The straight line 1b a least squares 
fit to the 70° C data. The slope and zero pressure intercept 
are .212+.005 Hz/torr and 10,1*50,930.3+1.0 Hz respectively 
where the errors are the calculated standard deviations.
Figure 29
Ik
N -He pressure shift vs. time in quartz flasks. The data
point at 70° on the trace of the first night was calculated
from the filling pressure of the sample and the room tempera-
ll*ture pressure shift of N in helium.
Figure 30
lli
N -Neon temperature shift at 220.1 torr. The straight line 
is a least squares fit to the data. The slope and 50° C 
intercept of the curve is .013+.001 Hz/°C and 10, 1*51 *039• *♦+ • 1* 
where the errors are the calculated experimental standard 
deviations.
Figure 31
N^-Neon temperature shift at 1*08.7 torr. The slope and 
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Figure 31
signals and narrov llnevidths made it possible to set the 
discharge at very low levels. Pig. 32 gives the pressure 
shift at 25° C, 300° C and 500° C. The values used for 
this graph are taken from the least squares fit to the 
temperature shift data.
The linearity of the relationship between the temp­
erature shift and the pressure is shown in Pig. 33. Since 
the temperature shift is caused by the buffer gas its effect 
must go to sero as the buffer gaB pressure.
C . Comparison with Theory 
32 75Recent calculations * J of the N-He pressure shift
Indicate that the Bhort term exchange forces play a large
T6role in this interaction. It was suggested that an
independent measurement of the temperature dependence of
the pressure shift would help to indicate the correctness
77of these calculations. T. P. Das kindly calculated this 
dependence. His curve of the temperature dependence muBt 
be modified to fit the experiment since the ideal gas lav 
was used to determine the density;
This is not applicable in this work since the density is 
controlled by the confining walls of the container. Pig. 
3*t compares his theory with the results of this work.
Figure 32
lU
N - N e  p r e s s u r e  s h i f t  v s .  t e m p e r a t u r e .  T h e  d a t a  f o r  t h i s  
c u r v e  v a s  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  F i g s .  30 a n d  3 1 .  The s l o p e s  a t  
2 5 °  C ,  3 0 0 °  C and  5 0 0 °  C w e r e  c a l c u l a t e d  t o  be  . 5 0 1 ;  . 5 1 9  
a n d  . 5 3 2  H z / t o r r  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  T h e  s t a t i s t i c a l  s t a n d a r d  
d e v i a t i o n  v a s  c a l c u l a t e d  t o  be  + . 0 0 5  H z / t o r r .
F i g u r e  33
11*
N - l i e  t e m p e r a t u r e  s h i f t  v s .  p r e s s u r e .  T h e  e r r o r  b a r s  
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Figure 33
hk.
Das p r e d i c t s  t h a t  a s a m p l e  v i t h  2 0 0  mm o f  h e l i u m ,  
when h e a t e d  f r o m  3 0 0 °  K t o  8 0 0 °  K ,  s h o u l d  e x h i b i t  a s h i f t  
i n  t h e  d i p o l e  i n t e r a c t i o n  c o n s t a n t  o f  a b o u t  + 6 0  H z .  The  
r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  w o r k  show t h a t  t h e  s h i f t  i s  - 1 + 1  H z .  T he  
l o n g  r a n g e  t e r m  seems t o  f i t  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t a l  d a t a  b e t t e r  
i n  t h a t  i t  p r o v i d e s  t h e  p r o p e r  t e m p e r a t u r e  s h i f t .  H o w e v e r ,  
t h e  l o n g  r a n g e  t e r m  p r e d i c t s  o n l y  h a l f  o f  t h e  c o r r e c t  v a l u e  
f o r  t h e  p r e s s u r e  s h i f t .
]i ii
A d r i a n  h a s  c a l c u l a t e d  t h e  p r e s s u r e  s h i f t  o f  a t o m i c  
n i t r o g e n  i n  s e v e r a l  g a s e s  u s i n g  o n l y  l o n g  r a n g e  e f f e c t s .
H i s  c a l c u l a t i o n s  i n d i c a t e  ( F i g .  3 * 0  a 11% i n c r e a s e  i n  t h e  
p r e s s u r e  s h i f t  as t h e  s a m p l e  i s  h e a t e d  f r o m  3 0 0 °  K t o  0 0 0 °  K .  
T h i s  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  a c h a n g e  o f  6 . 8  Hz ( f o r  2 0 0  t o r r )  when  
t h e  c o r r e c t  p r e s s u r e  s h i f t  i s  u s e d  and  37 Hz w i t h  h i s
t h e o r e t i c a l  r e s u l t s  o f  1 . 1  H z / t o r r .
D . Q u a d r u p o l e  I n t e r a c t i o n  C o n s t a n t
The s m a l l  s t a t i s t i c a l  e r r o r  i n  t h e s e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  h as  
made i t  p o s s i b l e  t o  make an a c c u r a t e  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  
q u a d r u p o l e  h y p e r f i n e  i n t e r a c t i o n  c o n s t a n t .  A p l o t  o f  B v s .  
p r e s s u r e  f o r  e a c h  b u f f e r  gaB a t  7 0 °  C ,  3 0 0 °  C ,  a n d  5 0 0 °  C 
( F i g .  3 5 )  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t ,  w i t h i n  t h e  s t a t i s t i c a l  e r r o r ,  t h e  
q u a d r u p o l e  i n t e r a c t i o n  c o n s t a n t  i s  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  t h e s e  
v a r i a b l e s .  F i g .  36 c o m b in e s  a l l  o f  t h e  d a t a  i n t o  a s i n g l e
h i s t o g r a m  w h i c h  v a s  t h e n  a v e r a g e d  t o  f i n d  B .
B -  + 1 . 3  +  . 5  Hz
Figure 3U
C o m p a r i s o n  o f  t h i s  w o r k  w i t h  t h e o r y .
Figure 3£
D e p e n d e n c e  o f  q u a d r u p o l e  i n t e r a c t i o n  c o n s t a n t  on b u f f e r  
g as  p r e s s u r e  a n d  t e m p e r a t u r e .  E a c h  p o i n t  i s  t h e  a v e r a g e  
o f  a l l  t h e  d a t a  t a k e n  a t  t h a t  t e m p e r a t u r e  a nd  p r e s s u r e .  
The  s o l i d  h o r i z o n t a l  l i n e  t r a c e s  o u t  t h e  a r i t h m e t i c  
a v e r a g e  o f  a l l  t h e  d a t a  ( f o r  a l l  g a s e s )  and  t h e  b r o k e n  
l i n e  t h e  s t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n .
Figure
H i s t o g r a m  o f  t h e  q u a d r u p o l e  i n t e r a c t i o n  c o n s t a n t  d a t a .  
E a c h  s q u a r e  r e p r e s e n t s  one d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  B .  The w i d t h  
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The quoted error is the experimental standard devia­
tion which is ten times the standard error. The limiting 
factor in this error estimate is the error to the experi­
mental linevidth. This error in B represents about 1/UO of
the experimental linevidth. This result is in excellent
73agreement with H. G. Robinson who measured the quadrupole 
interaction constant to be 1.3 +, .3 using B a s e r  techniques.
1*6.
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APPENDIX I
CALCULATIONS OP THE EIGENVALUES OP N1*1 TO POURTH ORDER
lli
An exact solution to the N eigenvalue problem is
possible but is of little practical use. A more useful
expression is obtained by expanding the ground state eigen- 
lUvalues of N in a power series in the ratio of the Zeeman 
to hyperfine frequencies.
The Hamiltonian is
H - A t W )  ♦ B 1 ?<7 - J ) j j l-jfL2] ♦
° 2I(2I-i7j(2J-1)
lgj| yoHZJZ “ 6IWoHZIZ*
Introducing the notation
h = 1 - 7 + £  t3(i-J)2*3/2(i-j)-igj2] 
o A 2 I ( 2 I - 1 ) J ( 2 J - 1 ) *
gI
I M  ’
. ( lgjl+gI )u<>H2 : 
A




The unperturbed Hamiltonian commutes with F and 
Fg and hence these operators can be used to generate the 
eigenvalues of the unperturbed system.
H0 |F.Hr> -  Eo IP.II,>
Since Fg commutes with V also* Mp remains a good quantum
1
number. An exact solution to H may be described by 
h ' |"F",Mp> «  e ' C f " ,Mp ) |,,F”,Mf>
vhere "F" is defined in the limit of no perturbation as 
Llm Hj, *► 0 ,
|"F" ,M,>. |P.Mp>
Expanding the exact eigenstate in a complete set of 
unperturbed states gives
|"F".Mf> -  Ea<"F",F)|F,Mp>
which when substituted into the Hamiltonian yields*
H'Ea("F,,,F)|F,M_> - e ' ("F" ,M_)Ea("F" ,F) |F,M_>
F T F F
Operating on this equation from the left b y < F  *Mp| generates
52.
the determlnental equation
Ea("F,\r)<P,, .MF|n’| F,Mp> -  E ,("FM ,Mr )Ea("F” ,F)«(F' ,F).
E*(ttF”»Mp )
The matrix elements used In the solution are
The solutions of this equation giro the eigenvalues
ISO)
«■ ocu in lin iu.bj.u
< p *MplIalp“1 «Mi > *
f"( F-I+J ) ( F+I-J ) (I+J+l+F) (I+J+l-F) C F2-Mf2 
\ UF2(2F-1)(2F+1) J
< F , M p|lz |F+l,Mr> »
f ( F+l-I+J ) (F+l+I-J ) (I+J+2+F ) (I+J-F ) I ( F+l) 2-Mp2]*l 1/2 
\  U(F+l)2(2F+l)(2F+3) J
< r . M F |f(T'j)|r,nf> -  t
vhere f{T*j) is a function of the operator combination 
(T*J).
For the case Mp ■ 5/2 there is only one term in the 
sum over F. Hence with 1 * 1  and J * 3/2,
53.
For the case Mp ■ 3/2, F can take on the values 5/2 
and 3/2. The resulting eigenvalue equation Is
<5/2»3/2|H,| 5/2,3/2>- E* <5/2,3/2|h '| 3/2,3/2>
det.
< 3 / 2 ,3/2|h '| 5/2,3/2> <3/2,3/2|h '|3/2,3/2>
vlth solution
1 3 B 8 /2-e\.
E " j - i i * ! vi+rji
B2 B 2BB ^B2! 1/2
u 2 ^ A " 25 ’ 25A 25 J
Expanding this to fourth order in B and dropping all terms 
U
smaller than 6 yields
J l .  i  ® * 2*>63 2h0 -JW * f  I  * 10 * T z T  * 55 * 57 J *
Using the zero field limit to determine the F state; the
result is
I[5/2.3/a] , f . *
12 ft2 . 2jt ft3 J*8 
125 3 + 55 8 " ^
5k.
and
f  [3/2.3/e] - -1 - f  * fo (t TT-)8 - I§5 6
2
4  s3 ♦ if  0“.
5 5
For the ease of ■ 1/2, the secular equation la
< 2 ‘|h ,| 5/2>- E* <5/2 | V| 3/2 >  0
det. <3/2|V|5/2> <3/ 2 1H '| 3/£>-E' <3/2|v|l/2>
0 <L/2 |V 13/2> <L/2|h ’| 1/$>-e '
vhere ■ 1/2 is understood. The resulting cubic equation 
is solved by a power Beries expansion in 6. The tern X is 
introduced to keep track of the powers of 0. The cubic is
(E*-a-a'X )(e'-d-d'X)(E '-h-h*X ) -
X2f2(E-a-a'x) - X2c2(E-h-h'X) - 0
vhere:
a + a \  s< | . | | h '| 5/2,l/2>- f  + Tjf + f - f
d+d'x = <3/2,l/2| h'| 3/2,l/2> 
h+h’x 5 < L/2,1/2|h'| l/2 ,l/g> - +
c s <5/2,l/2| V|3/2,l/2> • -
55.
f = <3/2,l/2|v|l/2,l/2>«^/| B.
The aolution which reduces to <1/2, 1/2[h J  l/2,l/2> 
in the zero field U n i t  can he written as
E U / 2 !1/2 ) . h+h'x ♦ I E .
A  n-a n
Inserting this solution Into the cubic and equating 
coefficients of like powers of X gives
E0 ■ “ j « _ —  g2 2 h-d 27
2, • * . 2
E^ - - E 3*fh'-d’ h'-a'I 
il h-d h-a f
'2
The result is
^Eg{2h-a-d)+f2+c2-(h* - a) (h'-d‘ f| 




Continuing this process the |5/2,1/2^and | 3/2,l/&> energy 
levels are
f  [s /a .i/a ]  -  |  ♦ £  f  ♦ ( |= f s ) .  ♦ i f j  «* ♦
i i  e 3 . 3 e lt
s5 6 7
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APPERDIX IV
PREPARATION OF DATA CARDS
Th* following cards are required for a progran run. 
They are to he placed after the program deck behind the 
"/DATA" card. Only the last four numbers of each data point 
Is punched on the data cards.










Sample number (right adjusted) 
Temperature ralue (right adjusted) 
Volume number (right adjusted)
Page number (right adjusted)
















A(l) ralue (right adjusted)
blank
A(2) ralue (right adjusted)
blank
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B(l) value (right adjusted) 
blank





C(l) value (right adjusted) 
blank
C(2) value (right adjusted) 
blank
D(l) value (right adjusted) 
blank
D(2) value (right adjusted)
ContentColumns
1
Repeat the above set of cards for each set of data to be run
(there is no limit on the number of sets which can be
processed at one time or the number of data points within a
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